There will be less emphasis on the beauty-contest aspects of the testing, Kevin Morris says.
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days are quite similar, he adds. “As a result, companies do not promote as much,” Morris says. “If a seed firm doesn’t expect to find a marked advantage for its cultivar, it’s unwilling to invest money in a multi-year program which will yield it no promotional benefit.”

Typically, NTEP testing programs have been five years long. That gives plenty of time, at multiple locations, for a cultivar to experience all sorts of environmental stress. It’s likely the cultivar will experience dry months and wet months, as well as disease pressure and insect infestation.

NTEP is a fee-based program. With less money available for data analysis, cutbacks were dictated.

Probably the major difference is a cutback from five-year testing to four-year testing in a number of tests. The focus of the tests will change, as well.

“There will be less emphasis on the beauty-contest aspects of the testing,” Morris told a group of crop and soil scientists late last year.

To preserve value, there will be more focused, trait-specific testing done. For starters, NTEP will run a drought trial for cool-season species at five locations across the country. The test was established in fall 2009 and will run for two years.

Perennial ryegrass will be tested again in 2010, with Kentucky bluegrass being established in 2011.

In 2012 Morris plans a series of tall fescue trials. In each of these areas, the emphasis will be on evaluating specific traits, such as salt, drought and significant diseases.

In addition to the drought testing, expect to see a series of NTEP tests on herbicide screening, which will be done on the same sites as completed variety trials. The completed rye plots may be the first of the varieties to undergo herbicide testing.

NTEP is also looking at working with the Lawn Institute to come up with WaterSense-labeled grasses. These would be varieties that would meet the Environmental Protection Agency standards for reduced water use.

While the majority of the time and effort put into WaterSense so far by EPA has been aimed at indoor water-use efficiency (low-flow shower heads, water-saving urinals), for outside building projects, turf is a stated target for water saving. It’s the only crop specifically mentioned by EPA.

At the moment, the program focuses on single-family homes, not golf courses or sports turf. The EPA’s Landscape Design Criteria give a builder a water budget. EPA developed a tool to help contractors figure these calculations to support the criteria. The first version of the tool, released in November 2008, was based on methodology developed by the irrigation industry. A second version incorporates additional research and recommendations suggested by stakeholders as part of the public comment process.

Whether the recommendations will drift from home lawns to golf courses remains to be seen. Even if the government doesn’t make the requirements mandatory beyond home lawns, it does provide a handy crib sheet for state water regulators and, as such, could turn up in regulations that do have an effect on superintendents.
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